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The Wooster Woice

Friday, October 25, 1996

TRADITION AND EXCELLENCE SINCE 1883

Volume CXIII, Issue 8

An Exciting Night with the SGA International institutions
are gerang introspective

AARON VEITH
On Tuesday night, about twenty
students met with the Funding Process Review Committee created by
SGA in response to concerns regarding the funding application process. Led by Senator dreg Boettner
'99, students and senators engaged
in an informal discussion about the
concerns and procedures surrounding the current funding approach.
Students were concerned that it
was not clear where to go for funding and what procedures to follow.
Even Senator Brian Friedman '97
said that "it isn't made clear" whether
organizations should go directly to
SGA, Campus Council or Wooster
Volunteer Network. Some students
were unaware that there is no formal
reconsideration process for organizations denied funds.
Students voiced concern about
guidelines for writing applications
and awareness of SGA's expectations. Assistant Dean of Students
n
raised the
Kim
workshop prior
idea of a hands-o- n
to the application process so that
students can understand before submitting applications.
In response to the lack of funds
available. Boettner said, "We are
gi ven such a small portion" of money
from Council. One student suggested that SGA review the spend- Rodger-Ferguso-

JAMIE MAPES
'

4f

Planning for International Week
at Wooster is in its final stages, as

it
'V

'-'J'TT

Students attending Tuesday nights
Funding Process Review Committee
ing habits of organizations from the
previous year and give money to
groups based on prior fiscal performance. President Stephen Penrod
'97 rejected this suggestion as unfair; "because of the change in leaders, there is a change in fiscal responsibilities," and it would be unfair to penalize current organizations for the errors of past leaders.
There were also concerns brought
up about the make up of the Funding
Allocation Committee which some
students claimed was not diverse
enough to represent the entire stu

photo by Eric Bakken

dent body of Wooster. Penrod reminded the gathered groups that
members can serve on committees such as the FAC.
Tom Teper '97, one of the leaders
in the SGA coup last month, said
"I'm glad we had a fairly decent
turnout" and he hoped "this gets the
ball rolling." Brian Prusha '98 said
that it was interesting that "some of
the people we expected to know
what was going on did not know
what is going on." Boettner stated
that he thought the meeting "was
very constructive."
non-SG-

A

Perplexing parking predicament
EILEEN IMADA
Directorof Security Joe Kirk submitted a proposal to the Dean of
Students Ken Plusquellec today

ad-

dressing student concerns about
parking on campus. Over the past
three weeks. Kirk has been compiling information about the parking
situation on campus. There are 600
student parking spaces and 545 registered cars, indicating an excess of
55 student parking spaces, yet the
parking situation is less than ideal.
"Parking is an everyday problem," Erica Edmi '97 said. "I
don't want to take my car out because there won't be an open space
when I come home."
Although there may be extra student parking spaces, they are often
in lots across campus by the academic buildings, and not necessarily in the lots by the dorms. The lack
of convenient parking frequently
results in parking violations when
students park on the grass or in fire
lanes.
Kirk has personally issued about
sixty tickets for parking violations
over the past six weeks. His objec

tive is not to see how many parking
tickets he can write, but to prevent
illegal parking. Some areas with
recurring parking problems include
University Street and the Wagner lot.
Even cars with permits may receive tickets if they are parked illeparking
gally or in a
space. In the case of University
Street, students may park there from
6 p.m. to 6 a.m. and on weekends,
when the spaces are not needed for
faculty parking. According to Kirk,
students may park there in the
evening, but if they do not move
their cars by the next morning, they
will be ticketed.
On the other side of campus, the
Service Building Lot is designated
for staff and visitor parking only.
Students will park there, though,
when they are unable to find a space
in the Wagner lot. Because of the
number of small houses by Wagner,
the lot tends to fill up more quickly
than other parking lots.
According to Edman, who lives
in Monyer House by Wagner, "There
are never any spaces in the Wagner
parking lot after six" in the evening.
Taking these issues into account.
non-stude-

nt

Kirk suggests in the parking proposal that certain staff parking spaces
be reconfigured as student spaces,
that Andrews student lot be expanded
and that signs be put up in the lots
designating visitor spaces. In conjunction with educating students about
the situation. Kirk hopes that these
proposals, if implemented, will reduce number of parking violations.
A problem exists with expanding
student lots in that there is not a lot
of room to expand. "There aren't a
whole lot of places where we can
add more student parking spaces,"
Kirk said.
Two possibilities for expansion
involve replacing the tennis court
behind Andrews with more parking
spaces or reducing the size of the
Service Building lot to increase the
size of the Wagner lot. During the
next few weeks Kirk will receive
feedback regarding the feasibility
of these two options.
For the present, there is additional
parking in a new lot located by the
baseball diamond. According to
Kirk, the forty space lot is well lit
and a emergency phone will soon be
installed.

the events begin Sunday and continue throughout the week.
According to International Student Affairs Intern Stephen Wheeler,
some of the key events include the
World Games Workshop, a fashion
show, African storytelling, a dance
workshop and the showing of a foreign movie.
The World Game Workshop will
take place on Saturday, Nov. 2 in
Armington Physical Education Center. This workshop will address issues of cultural diversity and participants will be given the chance to
solve world problems. Tickets are
required for this event ad can be
obtained at the Lowry Center Front
Desk.
On Friday, Nov. , students and
staff will model traditional garb from
countries such as Japan. India, Ghana
and Scotland. Traditionally a big
event, the show begins in Lowry
Center at 8 p.m.
International Week this year will
feature College of Wooster gradu
1

ate Masankho Banda. She will share
African myths and stories with all
that are interested on Tuesday, Oct.
29 at 8:30 p.m. in the Lowry Pit.
Wednesday, Oct. 30. Banda and Erin
Littlefield '99, will lead a dance
class on Latino and African dance in
the Babcock DiningHall from 8:30
to 10 p.m.
The last main event Wheeler
feels students should try to attend
is the foreign film. ' Eat, Drink,
Man, Woman." a Taiwanese movie
with English subtitles, will be
shown in Mateer Auditorium on
Monday, Oct. 28 at 7 p.m. This
film revolves around the conflict
between a master chef and his

daughters.
Wheeler also feelsstudents should
of events such as cricket
on the quad, occurring Sunday. Oct.
27 at p.m., and the International
Careers Session being held in Lowry
20 on Tuesday. Oct. 29 from 4 to 5
p.m.
According to Wheeler, there will
be many other events going on during the week, and many of them will
take place in Lowry, sostudents will
see them and participate.
be aware
1

1

Students and trustees chat
AARON RUPERT
Trustees heard students' concerns
on racial relations, funding, religious

ship, commented that they very little
flexibility in their budgets. She
brought up the example of the WCF-ru- n
coffee house, which has been
underfunded, and how WCF cannot
move funds from other accounts to
give more funding to the new Java
budget
Well. "I think the
policy," said Trustee Julia Fletcher
after the meeting, "is just nuts."
Edward Andrews, trustee chair of
the committee, stated that "I think
that the issue of funding is one that
the committee needs to understand
... I don't think we can make a recommendation, but I do think that we

tolerance, and Greek housing on
Tuesday, Oct. 24 at the Student Relations committee meeting, held as
part of Trustees Weekend. This
Trustee Committee will now meet
with Dean of Students Kenneth
Plusquellec tomorrow and will then
give a report to the full Board of
Trustees meeting. "If the last Student Relations meeting is any indicator," said Donnell Wyche '97,
chair of Campus Council, president
can ask questions of Dean
of BSA and Student Relations comPlusquellec and bring up these consome
will
be
"there
veteran,
mittee
cerns."
positive effects from this meeting."
Greek housing concerns were
The first main issue discussed,
after introductions and reports from mentioned by Wyche and Jim Morse
'97. The current controversy deals
the student organizations present
were heard, was race relations on with a Residential Life rule that no
more that 50 percent of a small house
campus. Edward Andrews, trustee
be members from one section or
can
after
chair of the committee, said
club. The trustees heard arguments
the meeting that he feels race relations are an issue on campus not that club and section life has imonly from comments made at the proved over the last five years, and
that any group in good standing
meeting, but also because he "hears
be allowed to have a proin
.should
enough questions and comments
gram house as a test case. Some
conversations with students."
A large part of the meeting was seemed unconvinced. "I want to
hear the Dean's view on the compo- - spent discussing funding issues beMany
tween campus organizations.
please see TRUSTEES DISCUSS
students, including Susan Fletcher
ISSUES, page 2
'97 of Wooster Christian Fellow
line-ite-

m

October
News
Political odd couple to visit COW Redrawing the Line
speak
brings
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political consultants to

Rubbermaid Lecture Series
DAWN PACKER
James Carvillc and Mary Matalin
will speak in McGaw Chapel at 8
p.m. on Nov. 7 as part of the
Rubbermaid Lecture Series. Their
presentation shares its title with their
jointly written book published in
1994. "All's Fair Love. War and

Running for President." The presentation will follow a forum format, with a question and answer
session afterward.
Carville began as a litigator in
Baton Rouge but did not enjoy practicing law; outside the office, he
freelanced as a consultant for Democratic campaigns. In 1989. he and
Paul Begala began the Carville &
Begala political consulting firm.
Their most notable win came in the
992 presidential election, when Bill
Clinton became the first Democrat
in the While House in 2 years. The
following year, the American Asso-

In a speech bearing the name of
his best selling book "Life On the
Color Line: The True Story of a
White Boy Who Discovered He Was
Black," Gregory Williams, dean of

ihe Ohio State College of Law,
told Monday's forum audience the
story of his childhood in the hopes
that they would realize that one
person really can make a difference.
Until the age of nine. Williams, a

1

ciation of Political Consultants

ii

a

courtesy of News Services

James Carville

named Carville the Campaign Manager of the Year. He currently serves
as a Senior Political Advisor to the
President.
Matalin has held several positions in the Republican National
Committee and began working on
the George Bush for President Campaign in 1986. Six years later. Bush
named her Deputy Campaign Manager for Pol ideal Operations, responsible for the organization and oversight of the operations in each state.

courtesy of Newt Services

Mary Matalin
She now hosts "The Mary Matalin
Show," a CBS radio program airing
from 3 to 6 p.m., EST, for which she
was named one of The 100 Most
Important Talk Show Hosts in
America in 1 996 by "Talkers Maga-

zine.'
information courtesy of
Washington Speakers Bureau

Wooster hosts World Game Workshop
Students devise theoretical solutions for real world problems
D. MARK BLANK
On Saturday, Nov. 2, the College
ofWooster will host the World Game
Workshop in the Armington Physical Education Center, beginning at 5
p.m. The event will be a capstone
for this year's International Week at
Wooster, which celebrates the di

versity of the student population.
The World Game was devised by
Buckminster Fuller, an American
architect and inventor. Its initial
purpose was to serve as an alternative to conventional military war
games. Players do not fight each
other as nations, but attack world
problems such as hunger, illiteracy

The position of
Editor-in-Ghi- ef

of

The WoosterVoice
for the

2nd Semester

apply: Send a letter of intent, a
''V" an wit ''
r

Hism-tetcih-

i

u.

:

olyn Duniam, Chair of ths Public
committee

it is suggested that applicants meet with Professor
,'. . Durham to discuss the position

Deadline: Friday November 1 st

and disease. Using a multimedia
slide show, dynamic presentations
of world data and trends, and the
largest and most accurate map of the
world, players become several major world organizations, including
the United Nations, the World Bank
and various environmental agencies.
Game facilitators will provide participants with rules and simulation
props representing food, energy, literacy, money and debt.
Throughout the game, players
must cooperate with each other to
solve global problems. There will
be three rounds involving trading,
developing strategies, and creative
problem-solvinThey must meet
basic human needs in their own region as well as others.
The game is scheduled to last about
four hours, including breaks for light
refreshments. In order to accommodate the 5 p.m. start, the Lowry
center dining hall will open at 4 p.m.
to serve dinner. The event is open to
all who wish to participate. Tickets
are on sale at the Lowry Center
information desk. General admisg.

Is Available
To

hoods in Virginia and was old
enough to know that in America,
"life is better if you're white." He
wanted nothing to do with his heritage.
He had nothing to worry about;
his heritage wanted nothing to do
with him either. The black community rejected him because he was
white, and his black grandmother
scorned him because his family had
once scorned her. The white community was not accepting either,
and his white grandmother refused
to send word to his mother because
"she didn't carry messages for
niggers."

RACHEL POPE

1

-

Issue of racism discussed by Williams

--

sion tickets are $2; College of
Wooster students, faculty and staff
are admitted free. However, they
are asked to acquire tickets in advance.
This event is sponsored by the
Office of International Student Affairs, the International Relations
Program, Black Student Affairs, the
Dean of Students Office, Campus
Ministries and the Student Activities Board.

son in a wealthy white family, had
no limitations on his future. Then
his mother left, tired of his father's
drunken abuse, taking with her two
of the children but leaving Williams
and his brother Mike behind. Within
six months. Williams father had
lost everything to drink. Williams
went from being part of a fifty thousand dollar a year family to being a
beggar who lived in squalid poverty. The greatest change was yet to
come.
In 1954, Williams found out he
was black.
On a bus from Washington, D.C.,
to what Williams thought would be
salvation with his white grandmother
in Muncie, Ind., his father told him
that Miss Sally, a' colored Woman
who had done odd jobs around the
house, was actually W; 11 irns grandmother. Williams w horrif ed. He
neighbor
remembered the blr
--

.

Eventually Williams and his
brother were taken in and cared for
old black
by Miss Dora, a
y
woman who earned $25 for a
week. Miss Dora was the individual who changed his life. He
painted Mrs. Dora as a saint of generosity and attributed his five college degrees and current position to
her! "My dad talked the talk, but
52-yea-

r-

six-da-

Dora walked the walk, and that
made all the difference," Williams
said.
The America of Williams' child.
1

hood was strongly divided by racial
lines. Unfortunately, he feels that
the' divisions 'Of his' story do not
belong to the past alone. He said,
"The more I reflect, the more I realize the America of today is very
similar to the America of my youth."

Trustees discuss issues
continued from page

1

sition of the program houses," said
Trustee John Smoltz.
Mackie Feierstein 97, president
of Hillel, raised the issue of the
observation of religious holidays
by administration and faculty. "Every year since I was a first year,"
Feierstein wrote in a letter presented
to the trustees at the meeting, "ignorance has plagued the campus, ranging from Parents Weekend on Yom

Kippur in 1993 to a memorial service held on Rosh Hashanah in
1996." Students also mentioned a
field trip that was assigned over
Palm Sunday. The trustees took up
this point at the end of the meeting,
and Fletcher agreed afterwards that
it was "very important that religious holidays be honored." Smoltz
agreed with this point. "The
of some of the professors
to schedule trips on some of the
religious holidays is ridiculous."
incon-siderati-

Trustee Weekend Events
Friday, October 25
7;30 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:45 a.m.
12 noon
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Investment Committee
Finance Committee
Admissions Policy Committee
Development Committee
Faculty Relations Committee
Academic Affairs Committee
Public Relations Committee
Religious Dimensions Committee

Saturday, October 26
9:30 a.m. Board Meeting
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the Revolution!
Join
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Write for

Letters

and insightful articles, or be part of the technical
team that happily puts together the Voice

Going solo: students speak out on campus pubs

The Wooster Voice,

,

Call x25SS or
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Computer Sales - Specials
330-263-22- 52

The Campus Council meeting of
October 22 included a lengthy discussion regarding the function, administration, and organization of the Index,
Voice, and Goliard
Distressing to us as the current
and former editors) of the yearbook
and newspaper, as well as students
at this College, were several statements made within this meeting by

students, faculty, staff,, and

PB 190cs Color Laptop 850068040
Clarisworks 4.0
Limted supply
$1075.00

New powerbooks start at $2400.00.

Need more memory?
Memory prices are at a low right
now and are expected to go up!
PB 5300190 8meg upgrade-$-l 25.00
4meg 72
Many More...
pin-$45.- 00

Do you have a Performa 52XX or 63XX series computer,
but you do NOT have a TV?
The computer iale office
computer which will allow your computer to work as a TV.
They even come with a remote control.

haTtf7e6

Apple TVVideo Board is
ONLY $96.00!
Do you have a Mac that runs on system 7.5? Do you want a
new speaker phone, answering machine, and modem?

The GeoPort Telecom Adaptor is ONLY $125!

Power Macintosh prices reduced by Apple.
Call for pricing !

adminstrators.
First dealing with the Index, the
fact that President Hales has so firmly
supported the publication of a yearr
book should quell any debates as to
its' validity for production and funding. Is Council questioning the proactive stance and financial support forwarded by the President? The Index 's
future should not and does not depend
upon the personal agendas of Council
members, nor upon the level of control executed by Council. This is not
a feudal system; we are no one's serfs.
Council should support the Index as a
chronicle of the student life which
Campus Council and the Student Gov

""Choosing jean's as" d" mean's' to
beg for support is a feeble tactic
that should be beneath college-levrationale." No. Rather, what
is beneath college level rationale
is the fact that groups such as
GLB A must exist here on this campus or in the world at all. What is
beneath college level rationale is
condemning a group of people for
something as natural to them as it
is for college students to wear blue
jeans. What is beneath college
level rationale is a person failing
to think before they write asinine
comments.
Obviously there is some misunderstanding about wearing blue
jeans on Coming Out Day. Allow
el

Ho

Job

Ko

Parent-- Si

6ner

No

Security Deposit!

no credit bad credit no income?

i

ever-changi- ng

Coun-cilvSG-

ef

Nicole Dodds '99, current Index
editor-in-chi-

ef

demonstrates

a

concern fqr

inclusivity in that anyone is able to
show acceptance.
Second, it is a call for people to
understand the commonalities we
are able to share despite differences
in sexuality. Surprise! Homosexuals do their laundry, iron their khakis and yes, wear blue jeans just like

heterosexuals.
Thirdly, and most importantly,
every morning in this country a homosexual person must fear rejection aiv ontempt from others. SHe
in order to
must be so
protect her or himself from the perpetuated heterosexual ideal. For
those who do not support basic human rights for gay and lesbian
people, it is not too much to ask for
them to put themselves in that place;
to have them wonder what kind of
awful things people will think about
them when they do something as
customary as wearing their blue
jeans.
seif-conscio- us

Libby Howe '97

irmww

Student Credit StaviCEs

immediately

--

P.O. Box 220645
Hollywood. fl ttiZ7

Name.

Gty.
Phone(

I

Signature,

A,

Kristen Demaline '98, former Voice
editor-in-chi-

Address.

You Can Qualify To Receive

Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

acceptors in this country. Fiftt,
blue jeans are an article of clothing owned by most people in the
United States. Because of this,
people are able to show their support without having to go out of
their way or buy anything. This

want Credit Cards
I1004
GUARANTEED!

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
fj-mi-T.

hie to offer "some explanations as
to why the call to. wear blue jeans
is made by homosexuals and their

T$n:nj nw

ll

our work and have been genuinely
devoted to our publications. It is,
therefore, personally offensive to us
to have our concerns, time and efforts
disregarded, misunderstood, and
trivialized by a Council driven more
by political agendas and motivations
than an attempt at dialogue and support. A college yearbook and newspaper serve as the mechanisms and
records of narrative by which the history of the College is written. Why
else display past Voice inaugural stories in Lowry, or use the book and
newspaper in classroom discussion of
campus environour
ment and shared experiences?
We do not want to infer that
or SAB are unnecessary or
trivial organizations: only to ask that
respect and credit be given where due.
Thank you, and thanks to all of
those who continue to support us.

wear denim too!

Non-heterosexu- als

fi

No

ernment Association govern and the
Student Activities Board helps develop through programming.
Of equal concern is the notion that
the Voice is only somewhat necessary
and has organizational difficulties
which will only be remedied through
the administration, advice and wisdom of faculty and staff advisors.
How condescending! Clearly Council misses the point. Through making
the hiring and Tiring decisions, managing a sizable budget, setting the
editorial tone and maintaining standards ofjournalistic content and practice, the Voice editorship provides an
administrative learning experience
which will be denied successive editors if Council sticks its hands where
they do not belong. We would also
add our continuing support for the
Goliard. Though not involved in this
controversy, we believe it serves an
intigral cultural function on this campus.
Finally, we have, along with our
fellow editors and staffs, given ourselves to this campus community in

Slate

--

2b
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Wooster Insight

As a result of meeting last year between SGA members and Director of
Residential Life Dwayne Davis, a clause was added to this year's "Scot's
Key" which allows residents of dorms to vote to increase the key card
access of
from II p.m. to 2 a.m. on weekdays. So far,
Kenarden is the only dorm that has met to discuss the issue. These are the
pros and cons of the issue as we see them.
non-residen- ts

Thieves among us
We often think that the administration is limiting our activities and
encouraging the idea that we should all be in our rooms by a specific time.
This is not the intent of the present key card access limitations.
There have been a few acts of vandalism already this year. Limited access
to other dorms helps prevent these incidents, and protects us from violent
crimes. Students on campus have been victims, and they deserve the peace
of mind in knowing that there are limits to those who have access to their
building after hours, as well as the knowledge that if there are others in the
building, a resident consciously let them in.
Yes, there is a security issue with students being able to run into a dorm
if they are being chased. But what happens if another student is doing the
chasing? He or she would also have access to the building. Would it not be
just as easy to call security at the phone located at the entrance to the
building? This is not meant to imply that a large number of Wooster
students are vandals and thieves, but it is unrealistic to assume that
everyone is not.

Letters Cont'd

Out of harm's way

Key card hours should be extended to at least 2 a.m., for the safety and
convenience of the students on campus. It is disconcerting to walk from the
library to a dorm at midnight, knowing that you can not get inside another
building until you reach your own dorm. If key card hours were extended,
a student could avoid potentially dangerous situations by going inside a
dorm and calling an escort, or just hanging out inside until until she felt it
safe to continue home.Convenience is no laughing matter, either. Hardly
anyone goes to sleep before 1 1 p.m., and it is not uncommon for students
to be at the library until midnight, or at Taylor until much, much later. Many
students have study groups or other meeting after 1 p.m., and it is very
inconvenient to have to wait around in the dark" (and sometimes'cotd'attd1'
wet, especially during winter). The administration has left it to us to decide'
i f we want these hours increased. If you want the chance to vote, talk to your
residential director about setting up a meeting so your dorm can do so.
These views are to represent both sides of the current debate
regarding the extention of card access hours for residence halls.
1
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Signs" of hospitality : Wyche against sign theft
Community:

new signs extend a gracious and
graceful welcome to them. We
hope that the destruction was not
caused by any member of the College of Wooster community. As
.the nly repreeptative organizryJSny adation
we appeal
campus,
ministrators on
to everyone to respect our
College's property as evervon v
pects others to respect hers or his.
Beyond that, we hope that everyone will realize that such individual
acts of destruction hurt the entire
community and cripple our ability
to welcome others to our heme.

At the October IS meeting of
.Campus C,o.unciJesjdentJHaJe$ , .nd aoffcaCTpvsprm madetom..,
brought to ushiavcorrcernabout the ...But rwjjhin yyy,shorirofi,er,,
recent vandalism of many of the they appeared on campus, many pf
new campus signs erected in front the sign boards were literally
of college buildings that have no ripped off their posts. Now the
other identification. President college administration is reluctant
Hales explained that the College to buy hew signs to replace those
had received over the years many that have been destroyed or to put
requests for such signs. In some up additional signs if they are likely
to be destroyed also.
cases, prospective students, par-

ftffifa'tffi

.

ents, and other visitors have been
turned off to the College because
they viewed the absence of building signs as a lack of courtesy to
cam those not familiar
witn our camlaminar with

Aaron Rupert
Susan Witutock
Colleen Dunn
Sandra Kozera
Dawn Packer
Manama Whyte
Julia Oliverio
Sarah Feaske
David Cooper
Nat Missildine
Sally Thelen
James Koller
Luke Lindberg
Eric Bakkea
David Heissier

pus.
The president and his executive
staff chose a. design compatible
with other campus signs. A trustee
gave the money to pay for them,

An Open Letter from Campus
Council to the College of Wooster

Campus Council deplores and
condemns these acts of vandalism. We love the beauty of our
campus, and we want to share it
wun visitors.
we believe
with
tne
visitors, We
mat the
oeiieve that

of Campus Council,
Donnell Wyche 97
Chair
On behalf
v-n-

air

GLBA, jeans, and the real story on Coming out day
.In response ..to Matthew
.. I
L.
.

Adhanne Zofctuk
Elizabeth Madison

Jennifer Schupska
Kathehne Gcldrich
Emily Coleman. Tracy Cubbal.
Craig Dorer. Katherine Geldnch,
Mustafa Hashara, Kathrya Klonowski.
Zippora Mbutnia. Michele Turko.
Nathan Wilkinson
Jonathan Billings

indicates a member of the editorial board

Jar Wooster Voter is a newspaper of The Co tree of Wooster community,
piuoxd entirely by jtadeats. The Voice is published each Friday during the academic school
year, except during exanaaauoos sad Break.
Odiokxm expressed herein are sot aeceuarily Ihoie of the (tndcat body, family, college naff.
or the Voter staff. Editorials are wrinea by xmtui of the Voice'
coJkrfC administration,
editorial board. Byhaed pieces, cotnmrts sod letters to the editor reflect the opiaioas of the writers
The Voter encourages all loners to the editor. Letters aajst be signed and include a etepnoae
anmbcr. and they must be received by 5 p m on Tuesday for Friday's publication. Electronic
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Camlin's letter to the Voice on
October 1 8, 1 thought I would explain GLBA's choice of jeans as
the Coming Out Day fashion statement of choice. Many of these
points are made quite well by Mr.
Camlin himself:
Almost everyone owns jeans,
although a dinner table discussion
Friday yielded socks as the probable "single most popular article
of clothing in western society."
There is no color of shirt that
almost everyone owns.
Almost everyone also" owns
khakis, and it is somewhat easier
to iron them than, as Mr. Camlin
suggested, have one's teeth removed.
We did. in fact, distribute buttons and stickers for those who
wanted to make more of a state

ment..
The point that Mr. Camlin make's
best, however, is that "wear jeans
if you support gay rights" day turns
the table. When it was first sug- gested last year, I too thought the
idea was rather lame. As the day
progressed, however, a straight
friend of mine discussed what had
happened on his hall that morning.
It seems some of his hall mates ran
up and down the hall knocking on
doors and demanding that everyone wear slacks. A great deal of
the hall had never given much
thought to gay and lesbian issues,
but they were forced to decide that
morning. What they felt and what
statement they wanted to make to
the rest of the college hung on the
act of getpreviously
ting dressed. Mr. Camlin decided
to wear khakis. My friend com
non-politic-

al

.
mA
a n h shorts.
A:..A4 and
.lv
jean
wore
promised
But they were forced to confront
the issue, and make their claim.
Gay. lesbian and bisexual students are forced to make that deci-

.

sion countless tiroes daily.

.Whether talking about relationships, past and present, what books

they are reading, what they are
doing their IS on, what they are
thinking, problems with parents,
with roommates, whether they
should confront the homophobe in
their philosophy class, gay, lesbian and bisexual students make
choices every day. Think about
being forced to make a statement

every time you take .your
girlfriend's hand, Mr. Camlin. Being forced to iron your khakis is a
small price to pay.
Alicia Parks '97
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Discovering the color line: one student
thinks of life on Gregory Williams' terms
So I'm thinking of how racism
starts and how it shapes your life;
how the history of racism shapes

KathryneHall

you

u

y

grow up

this country. Here is my
sonal example:
in

as
per-

lived in, I can now find the reason
for some of these assumptions.
Growing up upper middle class
in the South, I learned from day
one that slavery was this terrible
thing we did to black people a long
time ago, and that we should feel
ashamed of this time period. At
the same time I learned that when

I recall being five years old and
waiting for
my mother
to pick up
remember being Jive
my
best
were racists
people
friend and I

"

from

kin-dergart-

--

glass in our door to reach the keys
after locking myself out, "Now we
look like a poor, black family!" Or
n
boys
telling the
from my church not to call me
anymore and stating to my mother
that "he didn't want those black
boys calling, with a sneer. Imitations of black dialect always while
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Diversity demands

Students organize for forum series
students

At the College of Wooster there
are not adequate opportunities for
sincere dialogue between students

African-America-

telling a
in
joke

white
years old and knowing that
yy
and I had to prove I was not.

en,

which the

subject is
an idiot.
My mother

tensing

Mieke Vandersall

re

i n g.
issues such as race relations on campus and in the world. There are also
few structured possibilities to share
our experiences pertaining to gender, class issues, or sexuality issues.
Some students discuss these issues
in various formats, but we believe
there needs to be a discussion of
these issues in which all students are
required to participate. This should
be done in such a way that the topic
is clearly treated as a serious and
valid area of academic inquiry. We
are students who are very concerned
about this absence in our education,
and believe that changes need to be
made. There need to be open fo

when we passed black men on the
we saw a little black girl waiting on it came to interracial relationships,
My elementary school prinmen
asking
street.
was
it
always
black
the steps too. There were no black
children in my class, and this was out white women and that black cipal saying," They just wouldn't
the first time I remember being so men only ever wanted sex. That feel comfortable being the only
most criminals were black and that black, students here," when my
close to a black person. Eventually,
fourth grade class marched angrily
we said hi and began playing a game you never knew which black perto her office demanding to
a
be
down
criminal.
I
going
was
to
son
school.
the
the
together on
steps of
remember being afraid to talk to her. That the African American dialect know why there weren't any black
students in the school, (which now
was an example of how uneduI remember being relieved that she
has four, out of four hundred towere.
wanted to play with us, because it cated and stupid black people
antal.)
reComments about the vulgarenslaving
though
I
I
that
learned
meant that we weren't racist.
member being five years old and other human being was wrong, and ity of rap music as representative
I regret to inform the campus comthat it was rude of white people to of black people, as being their
knowing that white people were racthat as of this Wednesday,
munity
agree
all
must
they
which
ists and I had to prove I wasn't. But hog all the wealth, cause you were music
23, 1 have resigned as
October
over
glossing
comments,
Just
on.
measures
share,
these
to
the strangest part is that I assumed 'supposed
hidand
of the Voice. I leave a
segregation
a
history
of
the
were
kindness
of
the
equality
me
grateful
was
to
of
girl
that the little
staff with whom I have been and
den racism in institutions, comand my white friend for playing with superior group of people to an inferior group of people. These ments unnoticed, unmarked from continue to be proud to be associ- her. I assumed that white people
time,
and
teachines wereflt told to me my teachers, my parents, every- - - ated. both as friends and journalists.
were horrible to her all the
slraigftt bor."THey'wereh"t passed '""one arouna me. enrmeiws i naa '"I wish to assure the community at
that her llTemu(ieiafa,aWrdheTy.',
on consciously by my teachers and to fight, swallow, and just plain large that due to the dedication and
I was proud of myself for inviting
professionalism of this staff, the
her to play with us and for the next father saying here are some racist get over before I could even begin
several years used this incident as idea, go memorize them. They to see a black person as a person, Voice will continue to positively
without my whiteness getting serve the campus. In the coming
proof that I, if tested, would not be a were passed on in the form of offdays and weeks, the Publications
in my mouth.
caught
up
over
racist and would not treat black hand comments that added
Committee will appoint a second
my
poisoning
leaking
time,
and
badly.
people
Kathryne Hall is a columnist for semester replacement
After that year, I transferred to a subconscious. My father saying
Reasons for this decision are per
small private school and do not angrily when I broke a pane of
the Voice.

rums and dialogue between
to talk about these issues, forums
which are sanctioned by the faculty
and the administration.
We are students who believe
these issues affect how we relate to
people both in the "real world" at
the College of Wooster and also in
the "real world" outside of Wooster.
It is absolutely mandatory that we as
students at Wooster learn how to
listen toeach other and ourdifferent
experiences, and learn how to treat
each other as equals. We have drawn
up some ideas of how to begin to
address these issues. We understand things such as race, class, gender, and sexuality are hard to talk
about in an honest open manner, but
it is time that other voices be heard.
Meike Vandersall is a guest
columnist for the Voice.

Letters continued

Sorrowful Goodbye
Editor-i-

n-Chief

--

remember meeting another black
person in a social setting until. I
was thirteen years old.
This story illustrates several
things to me now. One is the assumption that black people are all
poor people constantly battling racism without a moment of joy in
their daily lives. Another is the
assumption that black people expect all white people to be racist
and are utterly grateful when a
white person treats a black person
with any decency. And last is the
relief that I was not racist and
therefore did not have to feel the
guilt of the privileged white community, because I was not racist.
But of course I was. I felt uncomfortable around black people, I
did not know how to talk to them,
still having the assumption that
they would all assume I was a
racist. I had a fear of making racist
comments without realizing it,
something the white community
would overlook, or not even notice, but which I felt sure the black
community would condemn me
for. I felt afraid of black men,
seeing them walking late at night,
assured of their anger towards me.
When I look at the environment I

The Elie Wiesel Prize
in Ethics
1997 ESSAY CONTEST
Suggested Themes
Discuss ethics based on a personal experience
why are we here? how are we to meet our ethical obligations?

Reflect on an ethical aspect of a literary text
Eligibility:

Junior and Senior Undergraduates
Deadline: January 17, 1997

Full-tim-

e

No more than three (S) essays from the same college, university or
campus will be considered in any one contest year. Essays must be
submitted by a college or university on behalf of its students.

First Prize: $5,000 Second Prize: $2,500
Third Prize: $1,500
Two Honorable Mentions: $500 each
For entry forms and further information, please send r
stamped envelope by December 20, 1996 to:
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
1177 Avenue of the Americas, 36th Floor

self-address-

ed,

New York, NY 10036

sonal; this semester has been a very
difficult time for me, as it has been
for so many of us. I extend a heartfelt thanks to friends for their support and caring, and I wish us all
well as we continue through this
school year.
And to conclude on m lighter note.
I must say, in an admitted paraphrasing from Shakespeare's comedy "Much Ado About Nothing", "I
am NOT an ass!" (With apologies
to all for whom this is an elusive
joice.j
Kristen Demaline '98

Is unruly security a problem?
During the school year, The College of Wooster security has not
reflected well on the college. Reasons that can be cited for this range
from the biased issuing of tickets to
the irresponsible actions of the employees. It is time to stop and evaluate what security is achieving by its
actions.
Many actions of security are horribly unjust. This is best clarified by
the recent events leading up to
Parent's Weekend. The week before, there were four cars towed
from the circle in front of Babcock
Hall on consecutive days. Though,
somehow during Parent's Weekend,
there was no security in sight while
the circle was filled with cars. Does
this show the college security's priorities?
The issue of unreliable help can
be Illustrated nicely by two events
in Babcock. The first of these episodes was during the International
Dance when security entered the
dance. A few student officers were
in the dance, having a drink and
eating some snack food. There were
only around twenty to thirty people

there besides security, safety was
not a factor. Last night there was
another problem in Babcock with
security. There was a problem with
one officer kicking in the face of a
These are hardly the

jack-o-lanter-

n.

actions of someone responsible
enough for this job.
The last example to be cited about
security is one of a personal nature.
I received in the mail, yesterday, a
parking tickeL This is an odd situation since I do not have a car on
campus. When I called to complain
about the ticket I was told after a
while of waiting that someone else
had received the ticket and my social security number had accidentally been switched with his. This is
both very careless and unprofessional.
It is obvious that these issues and
more that have been neglected by
this memorandum, need to be addressed to campus security. The
intent of this is to bring attention to
the substandard presence of security on this campus.
Douglas R. Boettner '00
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Hirschy harangues political hopefuls

Monyer gets scary

Candidates spew a bridge of blather to the 21st century

JESSE LARSON

NORM HIRSCHY
Even before it had an opportunity to be on my door for two hours, somebody absconded with my election bumper
chem-fre- e
sticker. I really don't understand why this tragedy occurred. The sticker wasn't violating the building's
have
numbers
couldn't
and
two
letters
eight
Its
upstairs.
hermits
program
policy, nor was it bothering the quiet
36!")
BUREN
("VAN
been too offensive.
I must recognize, however, that there exists a slim chance that the thief differed with my choice of candidates
g
of the
Sorm's readers, astonished, fall silent and felt that I shouldn't be allowed to do any
"democracy).
(namely,
arena
political
current
understanding
our
limited
a
very
door. Clearly, this person has
Recognizing this ignorance, I devised a quiz (specifically oriented toward the second Presidential debate) which
every Fighting Scot worth his kilt should take in order to learn whether or not they too may be counted amongst
the democratically blind.
bumper-stickerin-

MR. QUIZ

J,

-

'

'

'

.X
uic

.
.
This quiz is designed to test your comprenension or me secona rresiaenuai ueoue. ui
frnir choices nrinted below each Question, select the most accurate answer. Use a number
- two pencil and make all marks heavy and dark,; Erase completely. You may begin.
-

-

A. Yes.
B. No.
C. Probably.
D. I would have, but I got bored
and left the room when I saw
Jim Lehrer.
2. Which choice best describes
the format of the debate?
A. A town hall meeting.
B. A dorm hall meeting.
C. Blatantly communist.
D. VHS.
3. What method did Dole use to

preface his opening statement?
A. Announced the Braves vs.
Cardinals score.
B. Fell over.
C. Fell asleep.
D. Felled a tree.
4. What method did Clinton use
to preface his opening statement?
A. Discussed building a bridge to
the 21st century.
B. Built a bridge to the 21st
century.
C. Dematerialized into the 21st
century.
D. Materialized a pizza.
5. According to his answer to the
first question, how would Bob Dole

seek national unity?
A. Point out scandals in the
Clinton administration.
B. Wear a patriotic tie.
C. End World War Two.
D. Bonk Clinton on the head with
a bat.
6. How did Dole respond when
re-du-

-

toxic waste dump.
B. "I've tried really hard to
increase the economy around San

watch the second Presidential debate?
1. Did you

asked about how one could
taxes and simultaneously balance the budget?
A. "I want to talk about

.

.

ce

Affirmative Action.
B. "By reducing the capital gains
rate and pass an amendment to
balance the budget.
C. "By being elected.
D. "I fought in World War Two.
7. What statement did Clinton
make to affirm that he believes in
ending employment discrimina-

tion against gays?
A. "No insult ever cleaned up a

Francisco."
C. "I gave you a direct answer.
D. all of the above.
8. In what way did Clinton respond when asked about whether
or not he would cut out affirmative action?
A. "No."
B. "I am against quotas and
hiring unqualified people."
C. "1 agree with Colin Powell."
D. all of the above.
Questions Nine and Ten refer to
thefollowing question asked of both
candidates about the Equal Employment Opportunity Act: "Why do

people say special rights instead of
equal rights?"
9. How did Dole respond?

-

:.

:

'

C. Colin Powell.
D. The Atlanta Braves.
14. How do you feel about the

political scientists who analyzed
the debate?
A. They were basically
insightful.
B. They were basically
Caucasian.
C. People actually watch the

analysts?
D. Pretty tasty, but they needed
more oregano.

BONUS QUESTION:
15. Which major political figure
has the funniest name?
A. George Herbert Walker Bush,
41st President.
B. Virginia Cassidy Blythe
Clinton Dwire Kelley, Bill
Clinton's mother.
C. Rutherford Birchard Hayes,

19thPresidenL
D. Newt.
"Grrrummmmmphhhkkch!"
To score:
B. "I want to talk about foreign
Give yourself one point for each
policy."
you answered. Multiply
question
foreign
no
has
C. "Clinton
.that number by how many minutes
policy."
of the debate you watched. Ifyou've
D. all of the above.
ever stolen a bumper sucker, sub10. How did Clinton respond?
tract three gazillion points. If you
the
children
A. "I want to give
scored above 10, you should probfreedom to pray."
ably vote or something.
B. "I strongly believe in the
Declaration of Independence."
C. "I want to tell people to stop
Fiction
burning churches."
D. all of the above.
11. What did both candidates do
at the end of the debate?
The Features Section is
A. He cleared his throat like this:

Attention
Writers:

A. They shook hands.
B. They probably stopped
talking.
C. They brushed their teeth.
D. The debate is over?
12. Which party was least repre-

sented at the debate?
A. The Libertarian Party.
B. The Green Party.
Party.
C. The "Know-nothin. D. I don't know, but definitely
not Perot's.
13. In your opinion, who won the
g"

debate?
A. LiddyDole.
B. Jim Lehrer.

sponsoring a Fiction
Contest. Works can be
on any topic and must be
less than one thousand
words. The best entries
will be selected by the
editorial staff and published in the Voice. Send
your stories to Box
by Monday, November 11. Call the
Voice office at ext. 2598
with any questions.:
C-15- 59

that was missing was the blood of a
virgin. Alas, how I wish for the days
of old. I was satisfied, though, and
I thought it was time to move on.
The faint notes of "Dueling Banjos" guided me to the kitchen where
the grotesque musician was preparing a mixed drink consisting of
human hand. I'm sure the recently-severe- d
hand, still pulsating, would
be a welcomed ingredient in many
beverages. In fact, "Kool-Aid- "
just released its newest flavor under the name of "Blood-Blasti-

Note to the reader: to make this
article even more enjoyable and festive, it would be advisable to read it
as if Vincent Price were reciting it.
Yes, Vincent Price, the frightfully
fiendish orator in Michael Jackson 's
"Thriller," had the power to to send
shivers down all spines. One could
even go as far as to say that Mr.
Price had the same impact on his
audiences as "Soul Maestro " Barry
White does on his audiences, yet we
will leave this complex discussion
to the "Viewpoints" section.

n'

Cherry Berry Punch." I then
peered into the living room where
a woman began thrashing about
on her bed, and written on the wall
in blood was "Sloth." I quickly
deduced that this scene was a thematic fusion between "The Exorcist" and "Seven." not unlike the
fusion between Lou Reed's "Walk
on the Wild Side" and Marky
Mark's catchy lyrics in his remake
of "Walk on the Wild Side"; both
had horrifying results.

For the third consecutive year, the
women of "Every Woman's House,"
a program dedicated to aiding the
victims of domestic violence, have

created another quality haunted
house for all College of Wooster
students to enjoy. "Deliverance,"
this year's haunted house, took
place on Oct. 18 and 19 in Monyer
house.
"Deliverance" was an effort which
involved several days of planning
and about IS volunteers to run. The
money raised will be donated to

bone-chillin-

Wooster's shelter for victims of
domestic abuse. Without further
ado, I would like to give you an
g
experiaccount of my
ence within TDeliyeranc" ,.
As some of my closer associates
know, there is an instinct deeply
ingrained within me, sometimes referred to as the "flight reflex." also
known as cowardice, and so I was a
bit apprehensive about entering the

half-decay-

bone-chillin-

:

.

house.

While contemplating

whether or not to go in, I imagined
seeing a disappointed Hulk Hogan
holding his head in embarrassment
because of my lack of courage. I
couldn't live with'myself after letting down Hulk, and therefore I knew
what I must do. I entered the house
through the side door, and there
began my horrifying hike of terror.
The house was filled with screams
and was as dark as the dickens. (For
those who don't know, "dickens" is
usually next to "India ink" on the
color spectrum.) I descended into
the depths of hell, i.e. the basement,
and was met by a preacher singing
the hymn, "God is in his Holy
Temple," who directed me down a
twisting corridor made of cobwebs
and garbage bags. But what appeared before my wondering eyes,
but a jolly ole reaper tormenting a
girl in acage and eight tiny reindeer.
I was then chased into the midst of a
sacrificial ceremony. I felt as if I

had interrupted this sacred ceremony, kind of like when one farts
in the middle of church. For me, this
scene was the climax of "Deliverance." Everything seemed to be in
fashioned
place for this good-ol- d
offering of human flesh; a candle-fille- d
alter, frenzied women, one of
which had a giant prosthetic tongue,
screams, and unbridled intensity. AH

g
trek continued
My
as I climbed to the second floor. I
followed a frightening path of arrows, which led me to the bathroom,
body lay in
where a
the tub. Suddenly, from behind the
door, a terrifying ghoul of a man
luijged at. mewTrj' in g to escape, I
backedTJprimcra wrtch lying in wait.
Yes, you guessed it, I am ashamed
to admit that I fell victim to rule 2
of "How to make it out of a haunted
house alive," which states: "Always
look behind you." Of course, I
abided by rule 1, which states:
"Never split up from the group."
Only foolish actors of horror films
continue to make that same stupid
mistake. Luckily, I escaped by the
skin of my teeth. I dashed through
the last room, where I noticed the
darling Carolanne from "Poltergeist" staring at a snowy TV screen.
This could only mean one thing: "they"
had arrived. I decided that I had my
fill of terror for one evening, so I
dashed down the fire escape to safety.
I really enjoyed "Deliverance,"
and that seemed to be the general
consensus. E'.eryone thought that the
makeup was great, and there were
many comments about the pulsating
hand and the prosthetic tongue. To
summarize her experience, one satisfied consumer said, "All in all it was a
wicked scary time for an excellent
cause, and I don't even say wicked,
I'm not from Boston."
Before I end, I would like to leave
with one more
all of you fright-fan- s
chilling thought. Imagine, if you
will, that it is a rainy night and you
are heading home from an evening
at the library. You hear footsteps
following behind you. Suddenly, you
turn, to find that one of the members
of Wilson Phillips is dressed in a
clown suit, wielding a large cleaver
above your head. Pleasant dreams,
and have a happy Halloween!

.

ed
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Dishroom fHefioes

SARAH FENSKE

'

I

often find

over my rotini watching the people
meander through Lowry. I wonder
about where people have come from
and where they are going. I worry
about the people who are alone. Due
to the time I spend watching, I feel like
I know everyone much better than I
actually do. It's amazing how much
you can learn about people just by
watching them toast their bagels.
You can also figure out a lot about
people by watching them with their
parents. That is why Parent's Weekend is my favorite time of the year.
It is a glimpse into where my peers
are coming from and where they are
going. My father always told me to
watch how a guy treated his mother
because, "that's the way he'll treat
you." My mother said that if you
want to know what a guy will belike
when he's forty, look at his father.
She says this sadly, as my father
retreats farther and farther back into
his easy chair, hiding behind the
newspaper the way his father once
did. Who would have guessed it?
Parent's Weekend is eerie because nearly everyone on campus is
walking arm and arm with their future. My friend Ann showed up

1

International

( Job Skills
New professional

MA

in

International Affairs or
Interamcrican Studies
prepares you rapidly for
.exciting careers:
O environmental studies
public health
government
international
organizations
international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic
skills from economics and
the social sciences.
Complete this intensive
degree
in 12 to 15 months, while
living in a fascinating
international city.
multi-disciplina-

ry

people they would never hook up with.
You can do the things they swear they
never did. You can be the bigold rebel
and play at breaking the cycle, but you
might as well give up. No one escapes
their genes, and you won't either.

On this weekend I think about the
future, and itscares me. I know that
no matter how hard I fight, I will be
a parent like my parents; I will" not
be there for Parent's Weekend, just
like my parents aren't there for me
and their parents weren't there for
them. I tell myself that I can escape
this destiny, that I am different than
my parents were,; and that I will be
an aberration in the cycle. But then

Experienced typist with
wordprocessorand laserjet
printer available to type
andor proofread term papers, senior thesis, etc.
Reasonable rates. Call
Felicia at (330)
364-457-

8.

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail

for

national company! Free

supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine

opportunity!
Y M

1861

RushS-AS--

E:

C, SUITE 174
N-FEDERAL

HOLLYWOOD,

HNT

FL 33020

Admissions Secretary.

305-28417- 3;

Fax:

33124-301- 0
305-284-44-
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scratchy film taken after the ceremony,
my dad is all adolescent aplomb, shaking his hair out of his eyes, addressing all
in a
his
tone.
He knows he has it He struts. He is cool.
So how did it happen? How did that
half-mocki-

well-wishe- rs

ng

strut turn into a shuffle? Why does my
dad wear sweaters right out of Mr.
Rogers and listen exclusively to classical music? When did his idea of fun
become a good movie with subtitles
and a glass of milk? What happened to
his unfiltered cigarettes? How did my
dad become my dad and how can I
prevent this from happening to me?
...
S.'..-...
: ;
'". 7 - .. V .
When I was a kid, they told me how '
"3 photo by Eric Bakkeo
t
much I looked like my mother, meanirty dishes meet their doom
ing we had a similar smile and the
and sprays them off. That
for
JULIE THEISEN
same eye color. Now they still say it,
s "ypur tray: It is simply stacked with
but it takes on ominous overtones.
After endlessly searching for a all the other trays iria pile about
They mean that I talk like my mom,
"on this campus my first year, I : two stories high. After the pile is
Hob
laugh like her, and have wild mood
friend
ended up at Lowry Dining Ser- - - too highj our
swings just like she does. One of the
Fyices.
the
a
and
second
push
I
to
my
any
finds
I
had
trays
choice
job
of
things that has always annoyed me
which
leads
another
I
withinplates
belt
wanted
Services.
onto
Dining
;
j
about my mother is the discrepancy
where
runner,
the
dish
machine
your
I
a
could
been
salad
have
to'
between the face she shows the outcou Idha ve jtj n th ebey erage e a. . di.shesaielaaded, washed, un.Tj
side world and the one she shows me.
loaded and brought right back, tori
I could have chosen aposmc in
or
She can be snarling at me like a
self-c- c
the next 500 people making' their
Being
the
dishrobm.
Rhe
wombat, but when the phone rings
'
I
First-Yeaway.to
Lowry for a meal.
was,
that
I'
scious.
solicishe coos into it like a telephone
why
ask
yourself
c
you
may
Now,
so
no
the
dishroom
choose
tor. I have always detested this pracany college students would choose
ouldsee me in a raaroon
it.
tice and yet I find myself-doinwork in such a high intensity
my
is
to
cole
Maroon,
not
after
ail;
"Hello?" I purr, and the tone is my
1 guess there, could be
situation.
position
perfect
a
is
The
dishroom
it.
is
beneath
anger
mother's. So the
First," if is truly a
several
reasons:
never
want
me,
who
like
forpeople,
"Sometimes I listen to myself talk' bonding experience for those who
know
to
that
friends
any
their
of
ing and I realize it's not me, it's my
they are, in fact, Lowry employees. : have worked, for awhile; you just
mom," my friend Mike explains. "I
As a dishroom warrior and survi- ; simply : know each "other's pain".
just stop and start over. It scares me."
Secondly; the fashion is great,; In
I would like to offer an inside
vor,
No matter how much you love your
to
exactly
happens
the dishroom; we not only get to
on
what
scoop
I
parents, you don't necessarily want to
fare- - '.Aweary the' lovely maroon, aprons,
fond
a
bid
you
y
tray
our
when
go around being younger versions of
well and it on its short journey to be ;but also plastic.aprons, plastic
them: you could probably list a hun'
;
Z
At? gloves, and ear plugs: What more
washed.'! ;
dred things about your parents that
: ;ao you neeainjuex
aown
ever
nave
you
imrajy; De- giancea
you swear you'll never do. Guess
the" first station. i forelwrpte this article, you had no
belt,
find
you
the
what? You probably already do half
idea I worked there,rand that is a
Here, you would find some poor
of them. When you're forty, you'll
Jgpod
thing; Lastly; we get to see
me,
soul,
frantically
sometimes
have mastered the other half as well.
grabbing at; glasses. That person 5 some new and creative ways to eat
at' L6 wry- -' All gi you, out .there
men just simply dumps the remaining liquid out of the glass right onto .make some mteresnngconcoctions,
n
: and we get to:see it,
ii:.'-::-':the tray."
;
'
.,., "
Next; your tray moves on to the most of Uie time:
Most of the people you see run- '.'I wish I were an octopus" Bowls ;
the; salads and beverages, are
opinion,
is
a
job
ining
this
Person. In my
high schooi;studehtsi who are; by
tough one: Just enough people have
five" bowls on their trays" so as tq' i the.way;makingmoTe money than
make it extremely difficul t to grab i rhe, but that is a whole other article
each and every one'of the bowls off entirely: With the exceptioq of one
$115
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Free details- Contact our

Graduate School of
International Studies

because they look cool, people I
would want to be friends with. On the

:--

like to people watch.

I see the pictures of my parents at their
wedding, and I am terrified. Terrified

SKYDIVE

Scott

Murphy,

Master
Technician

R M UNIVERSITY OF

::

half-eate-

-
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.

College of
Wooster special

r-- ..
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student pricing:

;

Static line:

.

I

myself spending way too much time

with her mother looking windblown.
Someday, I know Ann is going to
look just like that and she will be
happy. Ben's dad had a perpetually
lost look on his face and now I know
why Ben is always so worried. He
knows if he's not careful, he'll end up
like his dad. The beautiful girl down
the hall was with her equally beautiful
mother, both looking like they had
just sucked a lemon. Her mother
sported a slash of bright red lipstick
and in twenty years or so, the girl will
probably be doing the same. Beauty
fades, but red lipstick is forever. It's
fate, and it's inevitable.
You can fight fate all you want.
You can major in something completely different than your parents ever
did. You can hook up with the kind of

-

1

Help! I'm turning into my mother!

ptb.belufTh

Tandem: $135

"pre-washe-

Accelerated Freefall: $250
No appointment or deposit
."
required
CALL
20 minutes from
1-800-726-

-DIVE

' i never really get a good opportunity
grabs the bowls and
if you will, the bowls" in a strip next,? tp see the other eight college $tu- -;
to; the belt.',This strip shoots out: dents whb;actually wprk there.' All J
vater so the Bowls' Person can fl of us college students like hide ini
tempt to get as much food put of the -;; the back doing pots and pans and
bowls as pssible:Eyery sd often, a r never venture out of the dishroom,
bowl will cbme through with pea- - but we serve a key role. We are the";
nut. butter and! honey to make the' Z ones washing the dishes and scrub-- j
job even worsei since- - that stuff bing the pots and pans We are the
requires a crowbar to"get it offand ones who complain abodurjpbs,
put we never, leave. ,we are; tne
not just shoodng water:
:Youf tray ihoveS btj to.me yery ones' who4 want to get. our. work- last siauon in uns iriumpucwi jom- - - siuuy uuuc u ioi eo pvntiutc.. c
are the Unsung Heroes ol Lowry;
heyThismdden,butjnum-talented- j
:
person, gfabssthe plate and the tray 'fir Dining Service.- - ' ; j; p;
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Goodman
THbute
features
clarinetist
Hedges

NAT MISSILDINE
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Clarinetist Chuck Hedges will be
the featured soloist at this weekend's
Jazz Ensemble concert, a Tribute to
Benny Goodman, on Saturday, Oct.
26. in McGaw Chapel.
The concert begins at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets are $4 for adults and $2 for
students. Tickets, may be purchased
at Maurer's Pharmacy and Retzler's
Hardware in Wooster; at the Lowry
Information Desk, between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m., or at the door of the
performance. Maurer's is located at
827 Cleveland Ave. Retzler's is
located at 132 N. Walnut St.
Under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg, Wooster associate professor of music, the ensemble will
perform a variety of jazz favorites,
including "One O'Clock Jump,"
"Autumn Leaves," "Let' Dance,"

...
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-
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trumpet player Dick

Los Angeles County used to be
the hippest place on Earth. It used to
be a city that was not just up on all
the trends but was making them. It
was a place that director Adrian
Lyne once called "a den of iniquity," and the country loved it.
These days, thought L.A. seems
petered out. AH of L.A.s old glory
has fallen. Magic Johnson is HIV
positive, Jane's Addiction has broken
up and even "Pulp Fiction," the last
remnants of hipness LA. had to offer,
lost to "Forrest Gump" on Oscar night
Hollywood, the industry responsible for L.A.'s biggest commodity,
feel, and the
has the same seen-it-a- ll
latest "2 Days in the Valley" directed by John Herzfeld reflects this
spent, vacant feeling perfectly, by
being just as empty.

Daniels) trying to bust an illegal
massage parlor. Cut finally to a
snotty art dealer and his obsequious
assitant.
All of these storylines get a ten
minute introduction and it becomes
obvious that the film is setting itself
up for either a confusing mix of

unrelated characters (the "Short
Cuts" route) or a narrowly plausible
meeting scene in which all these

characters are ludicrously thrown

ing for something: humor, suspense,
irony, meaning but failing on all

please see TARANTTNO-LIT-

t

on

fe

ex-wi-

E,
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Hair Designers
& Tanning

tribute.

The College of Wooster Philosophy
Department presents

424 N. Market, Wooster, Ohio (330)

263-446-

4

Treat yourself!

two lectures by Edmund Erde, Ph.D.,
: 'Professor of Family Medicine at the New '
"
Jersey School of Osteopathic Medicine.
.

':

Theories of Human Nature
iand Advanced Directives

t

two cops (Eric Stoltz and Jeff

Melding "Pulp Fiction" and
"Short Cuts" without the wit of
Tarantino or the skilled directing of
Altaian, "2 Days in the Valley" is
chock full of scenes that are reach-

photo by Newt Services

A good reed dayt Hedges performs Benny Goodman

sides.
We begin when two hit men
(James Spader and Danny Aiello)
enter the house of a sleeping couple,
inject the woman with sedatives and
shoot the man. Then the movie cuts
to a man late on rent payments who
is considering suicide. Cut again to

together. The film decides upon the
latter and the characters' collision at
the end of the film seems purely
obligatory.
The hit men turn out to be in
cahoots with the victim's
(Terry Hatcher of "Lois & Clark"

it.
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Six fanning visits
for onlv&IO.00

1 pm in Ian Lecture Hall on Oct. 31
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Colgate University
turtles you to consider a career in leaching.
Colgate I nil ei si Iy njlers the Masters a Arts in Teen btiifi iefree
liberal arts fnul nates interested in teaching
science, iiitilhemtllics. Kngish. and social studies iienerons
financial aid is available to qualified students For nuirc
rile to Colgate I nil ersity. Joan Tnnps4tn.
I h uii tiiiviil of I'dm alion. J Oak rn e. Hamilton. Sen York
t--

bifth-scho-

J

11
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Ruedebusch and appeared on the Ed
Sullivan Show. In addition, he performed with several jazz greats of
the decade at Chicago's Jazz Limited Club. Also during the 1960s,
Hedges played with Sid Dawson's
Rhythm Kings in Chicago and
Rockton, HI.
Currently a resident of the Milwaukee area. Hedges heads the
Swing I I . which performs on a
regular basis at Andy's Jazz Room
in Chicago and the Red Mill West
and Red Mill East restaurants in .
Milwaukee. SwingTET is a quartet
that specializes in playing mainstream and swing jazz.
During the course of the past 20
years. Hedges has played on lour in
several European countries as well
as the United States and Australia.
During the 1980s he toured Europe
with the famed Wild Bill Davison.
In the fall of 1995, he played with
the Wild Bill Davison Legacy Band
in Europe.
Hedges also has performed on
several of the SS Norway's JAzz
Cruises. In addition, he has appeared at most of the leading jazz
festivals in the U.S. including Chicago, Memphis, Sacramento and Los
Angeles. He has performed at the
Colorado Springs Fest and the Bix
Biederbeck Fest.

r

i-ifonii-

Hedges has been performing at
the nation's major jazz clubs since
the early 1950s. During the 1960s,
he toured the United States with

The Dog Days of L.A.
2 Days in the Valley is watered down Tarantino

NEWS SERVICES

"Stealin Apples," King Porter
Stomp," "Star dust" and "Sing Sing
Sing."

October 25, 1996
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Rumors a great success
SALLY THELEN

97; the queen of the tennis club rumor mill, Claire, played by Kate
Klonowski '99; the ditzy cooking
show host with chronic back trouble,
Cookie, played by Tina Benson; her
doting husband, Ernie, played by
Stephen Wheeler, the crystal-totin- g
Cassie, Jessica Howard '99; and her
husband. Glen, who is vying for the
position of state senator, played by
Justin Vann '97. With few subtleties
of character, these actors were pure
vehicles of comedy and they delivered with style. Each character provided a different facet of comedy,
k
action or a witty
whether
display of writing.
The set, designed by Dale Seeds,
was deliciously posh, yet austerely
cool in the icy blue tones of a believable New York townhouse. The costumes, designed by Kim Vaughn,
mirrored the diversity of characters
from a frumpy, antiquated dress for
Cookie to a slinky, deep purple number for the polished Claire. The choreography, designed by Kristina Stoll,
had all the actors hopping in cinq and
dancing off stage after curtain call.
Very little was amiss in this production, except maybe the exceedingly
long introduction that found a reason
to advertise the very play everyone
had just sat down to watch. Yet it was
well worth waiting for The team of
directors, actors and crew- members
rfhjing
season with a rous- to the 96
ing success.

Both students and parents alike were

amazed by the Jevel of talent; and
del ighted by the raucous fun displayed
on the Freedlander stage last weekend
in Neil Simon's comic play. Rumors.

Containing rich amounts of adult hu
mor, this play, directed by Dale
Shields, was aptly and daringly picked
for Parent's weekend, reminding
people on and off campus that the
theatre department has something to
show, and it doesn't just have to be put
in the glossy package of a sweet high
school musical or some tried and true
Oscar Wilde play.
A party celebrating the New York
City deputy mayor's tenth anniver-

slap-stic-

sary escalates intoahighintensity.laugh- fest when the mayor is discovered mys
teriously shot in the ear and his wife
comes up missing. Trying to cover up
the attempted suicide, the members of
the party soon find themselves making
Dachsup tales about
short-steppi-

ng

kitchen
hunds and the
help in order to fool the police.
The energy level of this production
high throughremained at an
out.. Cameron Nicholson '98, as
Lenny, gave an entertaining perforsense
mance, mixing an
of neurosis and complete monologues
of improv Spanish. Other compelling
and comic characters were the
knife-wieldi- ng

all-ti-

me

over-animat- ed

nicotine-d-

esperate

-

ffisfi"ffifrfrtnj

Brownstein '98; ner temporarily deaf
husband. Ken, played by Eric Stott

Step into Our

Tarantino-lit- e
continued from page 8
fame). Stoltz and Daniels smell a
rat when Hatcher runs into them on
the street. Aiello stumbles onto the
property of the art dealer whose
house is decorated with bizarre art
pieces of people hanging and a ceramic dog whose head resembles
that of the owner's.
James Spader puts in a good performance, reviving the cold, sardonic bad guy he honed in "Sex,
Lies and Videotape" and "Wolf." In
one scene, Stoltz runs into Spader
who has returned to the scene of the
crime. Stoltz mistakes this killer for
another detective and Spader goes
along with it, smiling and saying,
"Good work" as he reaches for his
gun to take care of the pesky cop.
The filmmakers have so much
fun presenting different-charactethat they forget that all of their inventions need to fit within a cohesive story. All the characters get
slapped together in a shoddy, unbe- -'
lie.vable conclusion that gives the
impression that there are only ten
people living in the valley.
This "valley" of the title is the San
Fernando Valley, the same place
that has spawned the widely notorious label "valley girl." Now Hollywood wants to redefine the valley
girl with Charlize Theron, who is
rs

ditz of
past years.
Although there is an ensemble
cast, "2 Days in the Valley" seems
like a bit of a star vehicle for the
brand new blonde bombshell Theron
Hyped like recent media pet Matthew McConnaughey, Theron plays
e
and in
Spader's
bed. But, like the entire film, there
is nothing in Theron that we haven't
seen before. She is a bland and
recycled version of Sharon Stone
and all the femme fatales of years
past.
If the death of Los Angeles is
near, then "2 Days in the Valley" is
tolling its bell, with characters that
look worn and exhausted and a
unispired ensemble story. I hope
L.A. isn't quite this mediocre. And
to think we're only getting two days.
gum-snappin-

g,

like-sayi-

partner-in-crim-

Preparing for the challenges of tomorrow's information
careers takes a school with exceptional resources and faculty
commitment. It takes the School of Information at the
University of Michigan. Apply now for summer and fall 1997.

Our Master of Science in
Information and doctoral programs
value tradition yet boldly
embrace technological advances.
Faculty expertise spans library

studies, information sciences,
archival administration, economics,
management, organizational
development, behavioral science,
user interface collaboration
technology, human-computinteraction, computer science, and
systems engineering.
er

Real Jobs. Real Futures
Our graduates can be found:
At CNN. America Online,

United Technologies,
Microsoft, and other
leading corporations
At DreamWorks and other
entertainment companies
At libraries, museums,
and archives throughout
the world
As InternetWeb trainers
On university faculties
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The Saviors of Hip-Ho- p
Outkast shows what's new and positive
p
music with latest ATLiens
in
hip-ho-

ALLE PARKER
The greatest year in the history of
p
was 1988. Marley Marl
released In Control Volume 1;
EPMD had Strictly Business; Public
Enemy came out with the seminal
piece Takes A Nation Of Millions
To Hold Us Back; and. Big Daddy
Kane flexed lyrical muscle all over
Long Live The Kane. Rap was just
beginning to gain popularity and
justification as a modern art form.
Black consciousness was still in the
posturing and
mix, as well as
p
blew
original beats. Then,
up.
Rap music became larger than
life. Artists were no longer simply
young kids with microphones and
turntables. Suddenly, they were
superheroes destined to take their
generation to a higher level. Every
album featured elements of black
consciousness, as young rappers
and Chuck D
led by KRS-ONattempted to maintain the age old
struggle against racism and tyrhip-ho-

b-b- oy

hip-ho-

--

E

anny.
Then the backlash came. It can
be argued that it started with
NWA's Straight Outta Compton,
Rhyme Pays had started
but Ice-T- 's
)henomenaT!toch earlier. Now,
p
was less about a culture
and more about the individual, his
struggles, and what he needed to
do in order to survive on the streets.
The edge of consciousness was
lost, as newer artists began to view
as played out and
that form of p
strove to drive the art form in new,
different and uncharted directions.
That situation brings us to the
p
modern day. Presently,
hip-ho-

hip-ho-

hip-ho-

seems to be struggling to define
itself. The whole East CoastWest
Coast conflict seems to be nothing
more than the manifestation of a lack
of identity, as different camps Fight it
out in order to decide who will indeed
p
for the year 2000.
define
Into this mix, steps
groups like Outkast. Their sophomore effort ATLiens, which is noticeably devoid of the expected
slump, is ripe with phat beats,
pointed lyrics and definite skills to
go around. What is missing, however, are the trite concepts, played
out themes and stale poetry of other
groups.
Indeed, Dre and Big Boi definitly
p
bring one of the more inspiring
offerings in quite some time.
The concept behind ATLiens is some
kind of futuristic, sci-- comic book,
which may or may not work depending on your perspective. In any
case, the artwork in the liner notes is
equally creative and the perceived
concept doesn't really interfere with
the music.
Cuts like the title track and
"Wheelz of Steel" feature beats that
reach out and grab you with choruses that are as catchy as Mike
Piazza and Pudge Rodriguez
"Mainstream" has a dusty,
feel to it and con's
place
issue
the
of
fronts
in the black community head on.
"Elevators" comes off with an eerie feel, but you cannot help but
love it.
So, if you're looking for a sample
p
of what is new and positive in
today, check out the new
Outkast. You won't be disappointed.
hip-ho-

ultra-creati- ve

hip-ho-

fi

hy-!UH-

found-in-the-att-

ic

hip-hop-

hip-ho-

Career Services
Recrutiers

Monterey Institute of
International Studies
Monday, October 28
Union Theological Seminary
Monday, October 28
VS. Marine Corps
Thursday, October 31

Grad School Test Dates
Registration

Test

Test Date Deadline

GRE

121496 11896
12796
11196
101996 91396

LSAT
GMAT

04 e fcJt

February

The doctoral program (fall term only)
MSI (in consideration

1, 1997

April 15, 1997

of financial

aid)

All other MSI applications

Join Usl
765-228-
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Application Deadlines
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International competition, Wooster style Hitting the Hockey

cham-pionsh- ip

American sports writers, the competition sold out nine months in
advance, was filled to standing room
only for all 22 session, and experienced ticket scalping normally seen
only for the Final Four and the World
Series. It became well publicized
that Paul Newman is an active player
and rabid fan of the sport, and political journalist David Broder wrote
syndicated column
in his
d
that the badminton he saw the
men's doubles finals was "one of
the supreme athletic spectacles of
The standing ovations
my life.
given to players after many rallies
and exciting matches proved that
badminton has the potential for enormous spectator appeal in this country.
While no particular outcome is
guaranteed by the success of badminton in the 1996 Games, there
are many positive signs. The small
town in Georgia, Milledgeville,that
hosted the teams from nine countraining has
tries for
become converted to the sport and
may host a major international
match within the year. A mammoth
badminton has been opened in
southern California, with 18 courts
and full restaurant and bar service.
Last month, it hosted the U.S. Open
Championships, featuring the largest prize money purse ever offered
at a badminton event.
For me personally. Atlanta meant
many different things, including
workdays of 6 hours; the chSajji to
see an hour each of eight other
sports; a lunch date with Jimmy and
Rosalyn Carter; and the opportunity to show off badminton to a
number of Wooster friends who attended. It was a dream come true.

season and has often appeared as

Wooster's savior on countless

On a bleak Wednesday, as the

campus community of Wooster
locked itself indoors, a band of gallant Lady Scots journeyed to Richmond. Indiana, to lay claim to the
NCAC women's soccer crown.
Ninety minutes and two goals later,
they hid farewell to the dumbstruck
Quakers of Earl ham College and
traveled back as proud champions
of the NCAC. courtesy of their 0
conference record and astounding
17-- 1
overall record.
Wooster had gone into the match
w tth Earlham still riding the high of
their 0 battering of lowly St.
Mary's three days earlier. Even
though the first hall remained scoreless, the match was Wooster's from
playing in theircharac-tensli- c
the kick-ofstyle, the
Lady Scots were always the domi-n.ttside.
8--

6--

f:

short-and-ha-

rp

m

seci rid i.alf witnessed
W aster's lirs:
courtesy of inn
.
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v
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n.r striker. Annr.'C id !cspic.(!illcspic
has w'onsistentlv rrvcn herself this

occassions when the going was tough.
Except for a short drought in the
early season, she has been a source
for a constant supply of goals.
Only six minutes later. Chaya
Cashin '99. another of this season's
sensations, scored her sixth individual goal to seal the. match at
When it comes to sealing matches.
she was
Cashin is no newcomer
the one who scored the sixth in
Wooster's stomping of St.Mary's at
home on Sunday. Ironically, she was
only put into the jiame ten minutes
from.thc end.
riven though Gillespie, Melissa
Eging 98. ahd Kirsten Mueller '99
all played splendidly, the day undoubtedly belonged to
Becky Koishor "00.
The
freshman completed a hattrick (goal coming from
the penalty spot) and brought her
personal talis to 14. only two goals
nort f Cathie Docherty's
record el 16 goals in a season. With
tust ?wo regular season games re
2-- 0.

sharp-shoot- er

lop-stori- ng

--

all-tim-

e

Men's CCtops
Oberlin at final
home meet
DAVE WALKENHORST

300-wor-

pre-OIym-

pic

1

Women's Soccer NCAC Champions!
ISHTIAQ GHAFOOR

tape first

continued from page 12

maining, it will be exciting to see
whether Koishor can actually manage to touch in two more goals...
or, more probably, slam in two more
goals, knowing her ferocious kick!
Amelia Hankin 99 and
Laura Snow 98 were the other
scorers that afternoon, in which the
ladies from St.Mary's were overwhelmed by a superior level of
matchplay. During the second half.
Brown saw no need to exhaust his
veterans, so he substituted the entire starting line-u- p and allowed the
"bench "uns" some exposure.
The Scots will again be hosted
away on Oct. 26. this time at Hope
College. But they will return on
Oct. 30 to Carl Dale Memorial Field
at 4:30 p.m. to face their most difficult task yet: Wilmington College,
who are ranked 5 nationally.
Wooster are presently ranked 14
in the country but a win against
co-capt- ain

Wilmington could propel them
much higher.
All in all. it should be one cracking match. So be there - or despair!
Stats Courtesy Ntws Servicts

Last Thursday's dual cross country meet with Oberlin was held here
at Wooster on L.C. Bowles golf
course. The Scot harriers used this
meet as a well timed tune-u- p before

this

the NCAC Championship

weekend. "They won the dual meet
by scoring 25 points to Oberlin's
30. As is customary for this unusual
annual meet, the men ran the 5000
meter course, rather than the 8000
meter course which is customary
throughout the season.
Coach Dennis Rice believes that
"the team ran a very solid effort. "I
think this meet was a good tune up
for the Conference meet this Saturday. Coach Rice is confident that
the team can challenge anyone in
the conference for the team title..
In Saturday's 5000 meter (3.1
mile) race, Willie Drexler '97 finished first for the Scots (2nd place,
17:00). Following Drexler were
Josh Baird '98 (3rd, 17:21). Scott.

Greenaway

.

00 (5thv 17:44),

Brendan McCabe '99 (6th. 17:46.
Robert Buckley '00 (9th, 18:00).
Karl Robillard 98 (llth, 18:37).
Tony Kauke '98 (12th, 19:09), Jason Findley '97 (13th. 9:39). Aaron
Veith ( 1 4th, 9:50), Dan Bifano '00
1

1

(1

5th,

21:36).

Dave

and

Walkenhorst '99 (16th. 22:05).

Tomorrow the Scots race at
Denison in the NCAC Conference
Championships. The team needs to
place in the top five to advance to
the NCAA Regional Championships which will be held at Otterbein
College in two weeks.

whole game, and our passing game
was right on the mark."
"We played beautiful hockey on
Saturday, Assistant Coach Tamra
Barnes agrees. "We were just moving well. Everything really came
together. With the Kenyon game,
defensively we played well, but offensively we had a hard time taking
advantage of our opportunities to
score. Coach Brenda Meese, who
notched her "200th win versus
Denison, echoes this thought, saying, "We didn't Finish as well with
the balls in the circle.
The players describe Tuesday's
match as a difficult one. Kenyon is a
solid squad, and they showed true
tenacity going after the Scots. The
Scots fought valiantly, but they were
missing something. McLaughlin explains that "the connections weren't
as pretty, as they were in the Denison
game. Barnes notes that maybe the
intensity of the Denison game was not
quite there as well, but claims "we
have it back now!
Indeed, most of the team is much
more eager to talk about their next
game than their last It is not that they
are ashamed; they all feel that ft was a
good game and they played hard. They
chalk it up as a tough break. Now they
are focusing on is Saturday's game, a
match at Ohio Westeyan and the last
match of the regular season. OWU
has a reputation of being unbeatable
on their home field, but the Lady Scots
are clearly psyched. "We should beat
them, Jeanine Edmonds '99 claims.
"We'redefinitely better than they are."
Goalie Susannah Sprang '97 has
some words on the subject. "We
rock. Our defensive unit is a powerhouse. Our offensive unit is just as
strong. Our team is a great group,
and we are psyched to beat OWU on
their field for the second time ever
the first time in seven years. We're
gonna do it."

Classifieds
FREE TRIPS & CASH!
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's 1 Spring Break company!

Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun. Bahamas. Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
Call now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800)
95-BREA-

.

.

K!

HELP WANTED

MenWomen can earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards
electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will, train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
EXT. C200
Call
1-520--

am pleased to respond to the
request for some observations on
my involvement in the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta. My involvement was of course with the sport of
badminton, which made its debut as
a medaLsport in Barcelona in 1992,
following two "demonstration" appearances in 1972 and 1988. All
badminton competitions sanctioned
by the International Badminton Federation (IBF) are under the general
supervision of a referee, who is in
charge of all aspects of the competition itself. At major world events
the Referee shares these tasks with
several deputy referees. It was my
privilege to serve as one of three
deputy referees for the badminton
competition in Atlanta, working
under Roger Johansson, provost at
Chalmers University in Gothenberg,
Sweden, and the world's premiere
referee. For me, this opportunity
was the culmination of 42 years
experience playing, administering,
and officiating the game, and was
the result of having "trained as
deputy referee at two world
and three World Cupevents
since 1990.
The other two Deputy Referees
were Neil Cameron (Scotland) and
Juniarto Suhandinata (Indonesia),
.with both of whom I had worked
major events before. Our responsibilities included supervising the 24
certified IBF umpires who officiated the individual matches and the
100 line judges who were drawn
from throughout the United States
and had been training as a group for
two years.
The two week assignment in At
I

lanta would take a whole book to
describe, but three impressions stand
out for me from the many individual
experiences: the historical significance of a Games overall, the success of the badminton competition
from a spectator and publicity standpoint, and the importance of the event
to badminton's future in the United
States. (Of course, there was satisfaction in participating, but this was
personal pleasure that is difficult to
express.)
The modern Olympic Games began 100 years ago with the 1896
Games in Athens, and thus it can be
said that the century of two world
wars was also characterized by the
steady observance of one of the greatest tools for peace and friendship
ever devised. Only three times in the
period 1916, 1940 and 1944 did
the games fail to take place. My
earliest memories of the Olympic
Games go back to Melbourne in 1 956.
Then 14, I found my attention focused primarily on the most elementary and traditional athletic events:
running, jumping and swimming.
They seemed to me then, and still
seem to me now the heart of the
Games and the purest expressions of
human physical capability. That we
have come through 100 years with
the most important ideal of the Games
intact, i.e. the youth of the world
engaged in healthy competition, is a
tribute to Coubertin and an encouraging sign for the future, despite the
cries of politicization and commercialism.
For the badminton community
worldwide and for the United States
especially, the success of the Games
was stunning. In the face of petty
ridicule of the sport by ignorant

680-7891

R. STANTON HALES

Wanted!!!!
Individuals. Student Organizations and Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
PROGRAMS
CALL THE NATION'S LEADER.
INTER-CAMPU- S

http:www.ictp.com

1

-8-

00-327-60

1

3

NO GIMMICKS
INCOME NOW!
$600-S80EVERY WEEK
F.NVELO! L STLTFING
Free Details: SASE to International Inc.. 1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn. New York 11230
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Wet One

resulted in missed opportunities for
both teams. With both teams unable
to score, the game was tied at 1 at the
end of regulation and Jhe went into
overtime.
.
John Carroll had two marvelous
opportunities that should have been
goals. However, scrappy defensive
play (and perhaps divine intervention) prevented them from scoring.
On one play, Elliot made a beautiful
block, but the rebound was rolling
four yards out and the JCU forward
fanned on the shot. The defense
cleared, but JCU clearly dominated
the first overtime period.
Wooster came alive in the second
overtime period. Despite the extreme fatigue and worsening weather

continued from page 12
John Carroll University. They won
this match 1 in dramatic fashion
during the second overtime period.
For the first 35 minutes of the first
half, Wooster completely dominated
the Blue Streaks. They passed well,
communicated well, and made excellent runs. The only thing Wooster
couldn't do was score a goal. They
had numerous opportunities but
could not convert them into goals.
John Carroll came alive with 10:00
left to go in the half, but the Wooster
defense held strong and repelled
John Carroll's attack. At the end of
the first half of battle, the score was
still
John Carroll maintained this offensive presence, producing the
game's first goal at 29:23. JCU's
Michael Pap scored unassisted after
he beat his defender and Elliot.
Wooster picked up their game
after this wake-u- p call. Leading
scorer Brian Hansen '98 came up
with his first of two beautiful goals
4 minutes after the JCU goal. Ryan
Catteau '98 received the midfield
pass and crossed a high ball past the
keeper. Hansen displayed his huge
vertical jump and headed it right
inside the near post.
For the rest of the half, both teams
had countless opportunities to score,
but good defense' and goafkeeping
goal for eiprevented the
ther team. Further, poor officiating

conditions, Wooster played

0-- 0.

go-ahe- ad

feet and chipped it across the
keeper's box. Brian Hansen came
streaking out of nowhere and scored
on a diving header into the low post.
The Scots controlled the ball well
for the remainder of the period and
emerged victorious to raise their
Hopefully,
season record to
they can put another win in the books
5-- 9.

against conference rival Ohio

'

Wesleyan
They will
work and
win, and
cooperate
game!

on Saturday afternoon.
have to rely on the teamhustle that produced this
maybe the weather will
as well. See you at the

Stats Courtesy News Services

with

Dayton Hughes

Chief Recruitment Officer

MONTEREY
INSTITUTE

OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA USA Monday, October 28
1 1:00 am-- 1 :00pm
Lowny Center, 119

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Monterey Institute of International Studies
Admissions Office
425 Van Buren Street
Monterey. California 93940 USA
5
3
Fax (408)
Phone (408)

Internet

il:

LUKE LINDBERG
:

Throughout the year, Wooster' s
volleyball team has been tackling
some tough competition. Facing off
against powerhouse squads such as
Wittenberg, Kenyon, and Hope has
not been easy for the team. Doing
this week after week has begun to
take its toll on the Ladies. No one
week, however, has been as difficult as the one the Lady Scots just
completed. Two of their toughest
matches of the year were against
Allegheny and Ohio Wesleyan. both
which fell not only on the same
week, but also on the same day.
Later in the week, the Lady Scots
came home to face an equally diffisquad.
cult Penn
Allegheny and Ohio Wesleyan are
traditional volleyball powerhouses
in the competitive NCAC. Facing
off against the" two on the same day
is an daunting challenge that
Wooster unfortunately had to face
was at
on Oct. 19. The
State-Behre-

647-640-

admitmiis.edu

nd

tri-mat-

ch

Ohio Wesleyan, but Allegheny
treated Wesleyan's home court as

their own, jumping all over the Lady
Scots in their first match of the day.
The first game was easily the most
competitive with Allegheny winning by a 15-- 8 margin.The final two
games were not as close, however,
with scores of 5 and 1 as Ohio
Wesleyan came out ahead. The Lady
Scots struggled to begin the match,
Games
dropping game one 15-two and three, however, were a different story. Although the team lost
they displayed the teamboth
work that has made them a solid
team during the last half of the season. Trisha Wiles '00 and Manama
Whyte '97 led the charge, setting
Carrie Zuro''97 and Mandy Rearick
'00 up for some fearsome kills. The
Lady Scots showed some more of
that teamwork when they returned
to action Tuesday night for a home
match with Penn
On Tuesday, the Lady Scots
jumped out fast, staying with a tough
squad for the
Penn
first half of the opening game. Wiles
and Zuro connected time after time,
attempting kills from all over the
1

1 5--

5--

3.

15-1- 0,

State-Behren-

State-Behre-

d.

nd

court. Penn State showed some gritty
defense, however, blocking quite a
few of Zuro's spikes, including a
few key ones throughout the second
half of the game. Penn State took
Game two took an
game one 15-ugly turn. The Ladies began the
match by digging themselves into a
14-- 1
hole. Battling back, however,
the Ladies closed the gap to 14-- 8
before Penn State finally closed the
book on them. Game three yielded
similar results with the Ladies dropping a 15-- 9 decision.
Zuro, Whyte. and Wiles all managed to compile stellar weeks despite the 3 record. Zuro now leads
the team in kills per game and has
thrown down 94 so far this season.
Whyte, was effective in both the
defensive and offensive categories,
digging many shots while giving
Zuro and Mary Centric '00 some
excellent sets. Now the Ladies must
put it all together with a Satuday
match with Case Reserve at Earl nam
and Wednesday at Denison. Their
last home match of the year will be
next Saturday with John Carroll.
7.

0--

1

slide

Feierstein
,

International
Careers Presentation

E-Ma-

ex-

Brad Pierce '98
tremely well.
outhustled his defender and won a
50-5-0
ball. He played the ball to his

You are invited to attend

647-412-

Lady Scots volleyball encounters
hurdles in home stretch of season

.

2--
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Soap opera coming to the NFL this weekend

JAMES ROLLER
For the first time all year, Peter James has finally failed to win a Beat the Experts contest for the second
consecutive week. Mackie Feierstein '97 nailed both games of the week en route to a 17 point performance.
This also marked the second straight week that an expert has not won the event; thus there are unconfirmed
plans to restructure the contest to give the experts a handicap. Read the Voice next week for breaking news.
Following Feierstein was James and James finished in a tie for second. Both the Assistant Director of Sports
Information and Sports Editor totaled 15 points. Just behind the James Brothers was Ryan Niemeyer '98 in
fourth place with 12 points.
This week the NFL's version of a soap opera picks up its clif fhanger this Sunday when Dallas treks to Miami.
Jerry Jones,
Jimmy Johnson, who coached the Cowboys to two Super Bowl victories with his owner-budd- y
Bowl and
Super
second
their
winning
after
split
Dolphin
dramatic
a
had
head coach. The two
returns as the
now Johnson collegiate rival Barry Switzer coaches the Cowboys. The plots and subplots will thicken . . .and
there might be a football game. In college, two powerful SEC rivals clash in a century old rivalry reunite in
a good ol boy college football game. The sports editor has promised that former Voice Editor n Chief Todd
Lewis will look like an ass after the Tide rolls over to the Volunteer onslaught
-

Beat the Experts

Week Seven

Games of the Week
Dallas at Miami
Alabama at Tennessee
Kansas City at Denver
Ohio State at Iowa
Indianapolis at Washington
Virginia at Florida State
San Francisco at Houston
Arizona State at Stanford
Carolina at Philadelphia
Kansas at Nebraska
Buffalo at New England
Texas at Colorado
NY Giants at Detroit
Miami at West Virginia
Chicago at Minnesota
Washington at Oregon
UCLA at California
Mississippi State at LSU

San Diego at Seattle
Jacksonville at Cincinnati

Tie Breaker:
Number of points scored in Wooster-Kenyo- n

Game

Ext.
Box No..
Name
Please submit to the Voice box in Lowry or email to ko99jw!3 by Saturday 12 noon.
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"We Ain't Afraid of
No Gators!" cry Scots
JAMES KOLLER
After coming lo Wooster last Saturday expecting the traditional stat
padder. the Allegheny Gators left
limn licking their wounds, incurred
in a near defeat to the Fightin' Scots
football squad. Although Allegheny was ranked in the lop five in
NCAA Division III nationally they
were fortunate to escape w ith a 3
victory before over 3,000 at John
P. Papp Stadium. In fact, the Scots
outgained the Gators in total yards
and had it not been for a
few key mistakes, they would have
pulled off the upset. As Scot Coach
Jim Barnes put it. the Gators were
"grateful to drive out of Wooster
with a victory of any sort."
Play did not begin at a championship level as the Gators fumbled the
opening kickoff. giving the Scots
great field position at the Allegheny
44 yardline. But, the Scots were
unable to take advantage of what
was to be their best starting spot all
day as Brock Wanless '00 fumbled
two players later.
On Allegheny's second possession, they broke free from the Scots
NCAC leading defense's grasp.
Kyle Smesko broke free into the
Scot secondary for a 56 yard gain
down to the Scot 14 yardline. However, Keathun Gale '00 stuffed the
Gator quarterback on second down
1 3--

343-31-

9,

line.

Field hockey started off the week
with a bang, annihilating Denison
on Saturday with an impressive 0
victory. Their high quality of play
held up for the match with Kenyon
on Tuesday, but the Lady Scots were
bested 1 . It was a heartbreaking
game, since with this loss, the team
dropped out of contention for the
conference championship. The future, however, still looks bright for
this year's squad. The Midwest
Tournament in DePauw is looms
large, and the team hopes to regain
its magic and do well in its last game
before this crucial tourney.
5--

2--

FOOTBALL
Tomorrow
1:30 p.m.

(4--2;

3-- 1

Adamson completed a big 22 yard
pass on third down to set up a touchdown toss to Ronnie Anderson for a
10-- 0
halftime advantage.
Both teams fought the second half
in the trenches. The Scots, fighting
to maintain a shot at the upset finally
struck when they drove 71 yards,
aided by Rich Judd 99's key pass to
Matt Mahaffey '00 for 28 yards and
a Wanless 22 yard third down con-

However the Gators

version.

clamped down and forced the Scots
to settle for a 32 yard WillSchober
'00 field goal. Going into the final
quarter. Wooster only trailed 10-The Scots had several opportunities to steal the victory, but a medley
of miscues and misfortunes led to
3.

CROSS COUNTRY
NCAC Regional
Tomorrow
Championship at Denison

I)

photo by Malt Pilyaxd

Jeff Elser '99 looks for a seam in the Allegheny defense. Elser fushed for 100 yards on Saturday.
theirdemise. With Allegheny driving for a decisive touchdown,
Adamson pitched to "Margaret";
unfortunately nobody on the Gator
team had that name, as Wooster
recovered the loose ball. Qnceagain
the Gators stifled Wooster as the
Scots marched toward the endzone.
When Allegheny offense took the
field again, they moved the ball
against a drained Scot defense into
field goal range where Merski iced
the win from 26 yards out.
Barnes was obviously proud of

ar

please see HOCKEY, page 10

his team's showing, but not content
with the result. It's a 90 pride and
10 disappointment... the fact that
we had two guys that rushed for 100
yards, that we moved the ball on
credit to our young players, who
were not in awe of guys that are
three or four years older them in
many cases." But the close effort
was not merit for satisfaction, as

Barnes continued, "we weren't
embarassed, but we didn't get it
done when we needed to."
From here the Scots must guard

as they
against a mental
travelto Kenyon. Barnes gave credit
to his coaching staff for preparing
but emphasized that in the long run,
the players "had better get with it."
The Lords will have revenge on
their minds since the Scots beat them
at home 23-- 1 4 last season. Kenyon
will be a testing ground for "new
Scots." As Barnes put it, "We have
reached a new, higher plateau here
at Wooster football. Now we can
set our sights even higher."
let-do-

wn

Splish splash, we're having a bash;
men's soccer wades through season
JOE ALLEN

In the Denison romp, freshman
standout Marissa Moore '00 again
showed her stuff, scoring two goals.
With these goals, she also broke the
record for the number of goals scored
by a first-yeat Wooster. Moore,
Katie Ewig '97, and Sarah Harrison
'98 are among the top ten scorers in
the NCAC. Ewig, the leader as of
Monday, kept on her torrid pace,
scoring yet another goal in the
Denison game and bringing her total to 1 7. Goals were also scored by
Meghan McLaughlin '97 and Jamie
diFabrizio 97. McLaughlin feels
that the win against Denison was a
credit to the team's passing skills,
noting, "We played very strong the

Weather can be a deciding factor
in any match, and it certainly came

into play in the men's soccer
matches this week. The cold wind
and rain last Saturday made the
play as sloppy as the field at
Denison. The Scots dropped this
decision 0 and broke their winning streak. The Scots returned
home on Wednesday to face off
against the Blue Streaks of John
Carroll University. On an equally
pleasant weather day, the Scots
earned a 1 decision in overtime.
While parents were busy visiting
Wooster on a dismal fall day, the
men's soccer team traveled to lovely
Granville, Ohio, for a conference
2--

2--

match against Denison in which they
hoped toextend their winning streak.
Unfortunately, they did not play well
enough to win this match. Denison
controlled most aspects of this game
from the very start which frustrated
the Scots to no end. The teams were
scoreless at halftime. but Denison
got on the scoreboard early in the

Michael Richards

second half.

served the ball into the penalty box.
Due to the ball's slickness Wooster
keeper Paul Elliot '97 could not
keep his hands on it, and, after much

confusion,

Denison's

Travis

Richards headed the ball into the
back of the net. This goal put
and they kept this
Denison up
lead for most of the half while
Wooster tried to even the score with
1-

-0,

a goal of their own.
Richards was not finished with
his goal scoring for the afternoon.
He hurt the Scots for his second goal
with 20 minutes left. On a ball from
Doug Kuns, Richards faked out his
defender and beat Elliot on a nicely
struck shot. This goal merely served
as insurance since the Scots could
not capitalize on their scoring opportunities.
Thus, the inability to score goals
once again hurt the Scots and resulted in a 0 loss Denison. This
loss dropped Wooster to 9 on the
season and 4 in the conference.
The Scots came out streaking in a
Wednesday home match against
2--

4--

2--

please see WET ONE, page
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The upcoming week in Sports:

NCAC)

at Kenyon,

71

Gator quarterback Kyle

Lady Scots hockey
acts up, speaks out
SARAH FENSKE

?5 (

to stop the momentum as they would
have to settle for a Jake Mcrski field
goal. According to Barnes, "our
defense was great; they need to be
belter. We need lo create a turnover
or two, maybe, be opportunistic."
Barnes feels" that a larger more aggressive role is now in order for the
Scots, since ihey have proven that
they can play with anyone in Division III. Now ihey must dominate
like true champions.
Field position played a critical role
in the only Gator touchdown of the
day. After driving the Scots back to
near their own endzone. Allegheny
took over at the Wooster 38 yard

VOLLEYBALL
NCAC)

(9-1- 9;

1--

4

at Earlham, 1 p.m.
Tomorrow
with Case Reserve at
Tomorrow
Earlham, 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday
at Denison,.7 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER (17-NCAC)
Tomorrow
at Hope, 4 p.m.
1;

MEN'S SOCCER
NCAC)
Tomorrow
Wednesday

(5--

9;

2-- 4

at Denison, 1 1 a.m.
John Carroll, 4 p.m.

FIELD HOCKEY
NCAC)

(12-- 5;

7-- 4

Denison, 1 1 a.m.
Tomorrow
Tuesday Kenyon, 3:30 p.m.

Wednesday
4:30 p.m.

Wilmington,

8-- 0

1

